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Abstract 

D-helical hairp ins, consisting of a pair of closely spaced  transmembrane (TM) 

helices that are connected  by a short interfacial turn, are the simplest 

structural motifs found in multi-spanning membrane proteins. In naturally 

occurring hairpins, the presence of polar residues is common and predicted  to 

complicate membrane insertion. We postulate that the pre-packing process 

offsets any energetic cost of allocating polar and  charged  residues within the 

hydrophobic environment of biological membranes. Consistent with this id ea, 

we provide here experimental evidence demonstrating that helical hairpin 

insertion into biological membranes can be driven by electrostatic interactions 

between closely separated , poorly hydrophobic sequences. Additionally , we 

observe that the integral hairpin can be stabilized  by a short loop heavily 

populated  by turn-promoting residues. We conclude that the combined  effect 

of TM-TM electrostatic interactions and  tight turns plays an important role in 

generating the functional architecture of membrane proteins, and  propose 

that helical hairpin motifs can be acquired  within the context of the Sec61 

translocon at the early stages of membrane protein biosynthesis. Taken 

together, these data further underline the potential complexities involved  in 

accurately predicting TM domains from primary structures. 
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Abbreviations 

Ct: C-terminus; ER: endoplasmic reticulum; Lep: leader peptidase; RMs: 

rough microsomal membranes; Nt: N -terminus; PV: poliovirus; SDS-PAGE: 

sodium dodecylsu lfate polyacryamide-gel electrophoresis; TM: 

transmembrane. 
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Introduction 

Multi-spanning membrane proteins (those including two or more membrane 

spanning segments) are important for many biological functions. The basic 

structural unit of such membrane proteins is a hydrophobic D-helix. In folded  

proteins these individual helix-forming sequences are engaged in a rich 

network of interactions with other helices. Whereas individual helices are 

formed in response to main-chain hydrogen bonding and  the hydrophobic 

effect, other interactions must be responsible of side-to-side assembly. Such 

interactions might include hydrophobic packing, electrostatic effects, turns 

between helices, and  binding to components placed  in the aqueous 

environments that surround the membrane. 

D-helical hairp ins, consisting of a pair of closely spaced  transmembrane 

(TM) helices that are connected  by a short extramembrane or interfacial turn, 

are the simplest structural motifs found  in multi-spanning membrane 

proteins 1. This motif is thought to occur relatively frequently in integral 

membrane proteins and  may serve as an important structural and/ or 

functional element 2.  

The insertion of most helical plasma membrane proteins occurs co-

translationally, whereby protein synthesis and  integration into the membrane 

are coupled . For the integration of individual TM sequences into th e 

membrane, it is expected  that TM segments will preadopt a helical state  3; 4, 

due to the significant free-energy penalty of embedding an exposed  

polypeptide backbone into the hydrophobic membrane core 5. Similarly, the 
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formation of inter-helical hydrogen bonds facilitates the integration of polar 

residues present in ad jacent TM regions. Then, there is no doubt that 

hydrogen bond interactions can play key roles in helical hairpin stabilization.  

While many studies addressing the formation of helical hairpins in 

membranes have been carried  out on model hydrophobic TM segments 6; 7; 8; 9, 

naturally occurring helical hairpins are not always highly hydrophobic 10 and  

the role of helix-helix interactions and  turn-propensities of the residues 

interconnecting the two helices in their fold ing and  stability are poorly 

understood. We previously showed that poliovirus (PV) 2B, which is a small 

protein involved  in PV virulence, is a double-spanning integral membrane 

protein, in which the two TM segments are interconnected  by a short turn 

forming a putative helical hairpin 11. As a first step towards understanding its 

biogenesis, we demonstrated  that in vitro PV 2B integrates into the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane through the translocon 11. 

Here, we present a detailed  investigation on structural determinants 

underlying helical hairpin formation in the viral membrane protein 2B. Using 

an in vivo-like translation-glycosylation  system of the naturally occurring 

helical hairpin from PV 2B we have determined  the importance of helix-helix 

interactions for hairpin formation . In addition, we show that the hairpin 

structure is stabilized  by the turn propensity of the amino acid  residues in the 

short loop between the two TM helices. Our results suggest that integral 

helical hairpins may form in biological membranes driven by electrostatic 

interactions between marginally hydrophobic sequences and  be additionally 

stabilized  by short, tight connecting turns.  
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Results 

Insertion of the viroporin 2B hairpin region into biological membranes 

We have recently shown that in vitro PV 2B product inserts into the ER 

membrane as a double-spanning integral membrane protein with an N -/ C-

terminal cytoplasmic orientation 11. Such topology is attained  upon insertion 

of a helical hairpin whose constituent TM helices are marginally hydrophobic 

(Fig. 1A). In vitro synthesis of several truncated  protein versions indeed  put 

forward  that the two hydrophobic regions cooperate to insert into the ER-

derived  microsomal membranes. Here, we explore the structural grounds for 

such effect. 

As in our previous study of membrane insertion of the PV 2B 11, we 

used  a well-characterized  in vitro experimental system based  on glycosylation 

12 that accurately reports the integration of TM regions into microsomal 

membranes. Upon insertion, the oligosaccharyl transferase (OST) enzyme 

modifies the protein of interest. OST adds sugar molecules to a NX(S/ T) 

consensus sequence 13, with X being any amino acid  except proline 14, after the 

protein emerges from the translocon channel. Glycosylation of a protein 

region synthesized  in vitro in the presence of microsomal membranes 

therefore indicates the exposure of this region to the OST active site on the 

luminal side of the ER membrane. When assayed  independently, the two 

hydrophobic regions of the PV 2B did  not span the ER-derived  membranes 11, 

as expected  according to the predicted  apparent free energy of insertion (Fig. 

1A). It has been shown previously that in some cases, a neighboring TM helix 

can promote membrane insertion of a marginally hydrophobic TM region 15; 16; 
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17; 18 and  that there is a correlation between the polarity of a TM helix and  its 

interaction area with the rest of the protein  19. Therefore, we investigated  the 

insertion of the full D-helical hairpin region (residues 35-81) in this in vitro 

translation system.  

In our first experimental set-up, the helical hairpin region was 

introduced  into the “host” protein leader peptidase (Lep) (Fig. 1B), which 

contains two TM helices (H1 and  H2) and  a large lumenally exposed  C-

terminal domain (P2). In this first Lep construct, the 2B hairpin sequence 

(residues 35-81, panel A) was placed  near the middle of the P2 domain (panel 

B) and  was flanked by two engineered  NXT acceptor sites for N -linked 

glycosylation (G1 and G2), with the G2 site located  immediately downstream 

the hairpin region (see Materials and  Methods). It has previously been 

demonstrated  that efficient glycosylation occurs when the acceptor Asn is 

~12-14 residues away from the membrane 20; 21. If the hairpin is translocated  

across the membrane, both G1 and G2 sites will be modified  by the lumenally 

oriented  OST; if the helical hairpin is inserted  into the membrane, only  G1 

will receive a glycan (Fig 1B). If one of the two hydrophobic regions is 

inserted , only G1 will be modified  but in that case the large P2 domain will be 

non-translocated  across the microsomal membrane. In this way, a single 

glycosylation suggest either correct hairpin integration (Fig. 1B, right) or the 

integration of only one hydrophobic region , whereas double glycosylation 

reports non-integration capability of the hairpin region (Fig. 1B, left). Single 

glycosylation of the molecule results in an increase in molecular mass of 

about 2.5 kDa relative to the observed  molecular mass of Lep expressed  in the 
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absence of microsomes, and  around 5 kDa in the case of double glycosylat ion. 

As shown in Fig. 1D, in vitro synthesis of this construct yield ed  single 

and  double glycosylated  forms of the protein (lanes 1 and  2). Proteinase K 

treatment of this translation reaction mixtures produced two main bands 

corresponding to P1-digested  molecules (Fig. 1D, lane 3), which contained  the 

second TM segment from Lep (H2) plus the hairpin of 2B and the P2 domain 

either singly-glycosylated  (lower band) or doubly-glycosylated  (upper band). 

It should  be noted  that the G2 acceptor site is located  too  close to the C-

terminal region of the D-helical hairpin (see Materials and  Methods) to be 

efficiently glycosylated  (Fig. 1B), since as previously demonstrated , for 

efficient glycosylation the acceptor site should  be located  away from the 

membrane interface 20; 21. To facilitate the interpretation of these experimental 

results it is important to mention that short interconnecting turns like the one 

present in the 2B D-helical hairpin are poor substrates for proteinase K 

d igestion 22. Then, the presence of a significant proportion of singly-

glycosylated  molecules is ind icative of a hairpin insertion. 

Next, we tested  the 2B hairpin arranged according to its predicted  

topology 11 using a d ifferent set-up  (Fig. 1C). In the Lep-derived  construct 

(Lep’) used  to measure hairpin insertion propensity in this case, the 2B 

hairpin sequence replaced  the Lep H2 domain (Fig. 1C). The glycosylation site 

(G2) located  in the beginning of the P2 domain will be modified  only if this Ct 

domain is translocated  across the membrane, while an engineered  G1’ site, 

embedded in an extended Nt sequence of 24 amino acids is always 

glycosylated . As previously observed , when assayed  in the Lep’ construct the 
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first hydrophobic region inserted  efficiently into the membrane (up to 60% of 

the molecules were doubly-glycosylated , see figure 4 in reference 11). 

However, synthesizing the helical hairpin in this Lep’ construct in the 

presence of microsomal membranes the doubly-glycosylated  band 

d iminished  to 34% of the molecules (Fig. 1D, lane 5), ind icating a significant 

achievement of hairpin insertion reported  as singly-glycosylated  molecules 

(see Fig. 1C for a scheme). Furthermore, proteinase K d igestions of these 

samples (Fig. 1D, lanes 4-6) render protected forms derived  from the doubly-

glycosylated  molecules. Overall, these data suggest that, in the context of Lep-

derived  model proteins, the two hydrophobic regions of the viroporin 2B can 

insert into the membrane when expressed  as an D-helical hairpin. They 

further emphasize that the preferred  orientation is with the N-/ C-termini 

facing towards the cytosolic side (Fig. 1C). 

 

Effects on helical hairpin formation of a single Asp residue in the second 

hydrophobic region 

A phylogenetic analysis of picornavirus 2B proteins has highlighted  the 

presence of cationic residues in the first hydrophobic D-helix, and  in the case 

of several genus the existence of an aspartic acid  residue within the second  

hydrophobic segment 23. 

In our attempts to identify possible helix-helix interactions that 

stabilize hairpin formation we focused  first on the aspartic residue mentioned  

above since this appeared  to be a likely candidate to promote electrostatic 

interactions between the TM helices. Because N -glycosylation acceptor sites 
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are absent from the PV 2B sequence, we added a C-terminal glycosylation tag 

that has been proven to be efficiently modified  24, and  synthesized  the first 76 

residues of the PV 2B (76-mer), which contained  the native aspartic residue 

(Asp74) (Fig. 2A, see also Fig. 6 in 11), to emphasize the role of this polar 

residue. In these truncated  polypeptides glycosylation scores translocation of 

the Ct region across the ER membrane, while non -glycosylated  protein bands 

correspond to insertion of this Ct region (see schemes in Fig. 2B). 

To prove the role of Asp74 within these truncated  protein forms, we 

replaced  this residue by a lysine residue (76-mer(K) and  76-mer(K2)). As 

shown in Fig. 2B the glycosylation level for these mutants increased  

significantly compared  to the wild -type truncated  sequence (lanes 1 and  2), 

suggesting that the presence of the lysine residues complicates membrane 

insertion of the second hydrophobic region  (see equilibrium schemes at the 

bottom of panel B). A similar effect was found when a second aspartic acid  

residue was included (76-mer (D2)) (Fig. 2C). The most likely explanation for 

the d isruptive effect of this second aspartic acid  residue (position 76) is that it 

lies on the side of the helix that faces the lipid  (2 positions away from Asp74 

or ~200º), imposing an unsurpassable penalty for membrane insertion of the 

second helix. Interestingly, replacement of Asp74 by glutamic residue 

rendered  a glycosylation level similar to the native aspartic residue (Fig. 2C). 

 

Position-specific effects on helical hairpin formation by Lys-Asp pairs 

We next focused  on the positively charged  residues present in the first 

hydrophobic region of the PV 2B sequence (residues 35-55, Fig. 1A). The 
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protein sequence in this region contains three lysine residues Lys39, Lys42 

and  Lys46. To find  out which of these residues would  be involved  in 

electrostatic interactions with  Asp74 we generated  possible structural models 

using the Rosetta membrane protocol 25. These models clearly predicted  a 

preference for Lys46 and  Lys42 to interact with Asp74. Among the five largest 

structural clusters obtained , as compared  to Lys39, interactions of Lys42 and  

Lys46 with Asp74 are 53 and  75 times more frequent respectively (Figure 3). 

In a series of experiments performed in hairpin truncations (76 

residues long polypeptides, 76-mers) we separately replaced  each lysine 

residues by an aspartic acid  residue. As expected , K39D mutation exhibited  a 

glycosylation level ind istinguishable from the wild -type sequence (data not 

shown), ind icating that it does not perturb hairpin insertion and  confirming 

our computational predictions. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 4A, 

replacement of Lys42 by a negatively charged  aspartic acid  residue (K42D 

mutant) substantially increased  glycosylation (compare lanes 1 and  2 with 

lanes 5 and  6), ind icating that Lys42 is involved  in some electrostatic 

interactions between the two adjacent helices. In fact, these interactions can be 

partially restored  as reported  with the double mutant K42D/ D74K, which is 

only weakly glycosylated  (Fig. 4A, lanes 3 and  4). Thus, hairpin capacity for 

inserting into the ER membrane was almost unaffected  by swapping charges 

between helices, which underscores the involvement of these residues in 

inter-helical electrostatic interactions. 

The same set of constructs was used  to test Lys46 involvement in these 

electrostatic interactions (Fig. 4B). In this set of experiments a similar effect 
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was observed : the single mutant K46D was efficiently glycosylated  (C-

terminal tag translocated  across the membrane, lanes 1 and  2), whereas 

double mutant K46D/ D74K was poorly glycosylated  (lanes 3 and  4), 

ind icating again that the interactions between the two hydrophobic regions 

were restored  in this later construct. 

To confirm that these interactions are relevant in the context of the 2B 

full-length protein, both Lys42 and  Lys46 were separately mutated to aspartic 

acid  and  their membrane d isposition experimentally determined . The 

synthesis of Ct-tagged 2B full-length protein (FL) in the presence of RMs 

resulted  in glycosylation in <5% of the molecules (Fig. 5, lanes 5 and  6). Both 

K42D and K46D mutants consistently showed a significantly increased  

glycosylation level, suggesting that the more efficient hairpin integration 

observed  in the native 2B protein might be promoted  by electrostatic 

interactions between Lys-Asp pairs placed  in the ad jacent TM segments. 

 

Influence of turn-residues on hairpin stabilization 

Next we focused  on the turn between the two TM segments as an additional 

source of stability of the helical hairpin motif. To investigate the role of the 

residues interconnecting both 2B TM segments we p erformed an alanine-

scanning mutagenesis approach with the full-length Ct-tagged 2B protein. 

Alanine was used  because it carries a non -bulky and  chemically inert side 

chain, and  more importantly, because it has a very low turn -promoting effect 

26. Thus, we individually replaced  residues 56 to 60 with alanine. The results 

of these experiments are shown in Fig. 6A. Interestingly, a grad ual effect was 
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observed . Hence, Y58A and D60A mutants d isplayed  glycosylation levels 

similar to native full-length PV 2B (compare lanes 4 and  6 in Fig. 6A with lane 

6 in Fig. 5), suggesting that ind ividual replacement of Tyr58 or Asp60 by the 

poor turn-promoting alanine residue does not preclude hairpin integration. 

However, Glu59 and  specially Arg56 and Asn57 single amino acid  

replacements rendered  a clear increase in the glycosylation efficiency of these 

constructs. 

Further, we collected all turns in helical hairpins from predicted  

integral membrane proteins of viral origin (see Materials and  Methods). A 

total of 3,654 such turns were found . Turn length and  amino acid  frequencies 

were calculated  for these. In Fig. 7, we show that 5-residue turn helical 

hairpins, like the one observed  in  PV 2B sequence, are among the most 

frequent in viral membrane, only surpassed  by turns of length two. 

Finally, we sought to test if there is any combined  effect on the helical 

hairpin integration between the charge pairs found in the hydrophobic 

regions and  the turn residues. To this end  we designed  double mutations 

including the more sensitive residue Asn57 (N57A), which appears to play an 

important role in hairpin formation, and  the lysines and  aspartic acid  residues 

involved  in the electrostatic interactions found above. As shown in Fig. 6B, 

the glycosylation efficiencies for these double mutants were indeed  higher 

compared  to the single mutants analysed  above (Fig. 5 and  6A), and  

demonstrated  an additive effect of the d ifferent protein domains in terms of 

helical hairpin stabilization.  
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Discussion 

Helical hairpins appear to be extremely common in multi-spanning integral 

membrane proteins, and  is thus an essential structural motif to our 

understanding of membrane protein fold ing and  topology. In these structural 

motifs, the insertion of a polypeptide segment containing polar amino acids 

can be facilitated  by the insertion of a closely spaced  more hydrophobic 

region 27. Then, the membrane-buried  polar groups are saturated  with internal 

hydrogen bonds and  salt bridges, and  non-polar side chains are preferentially 

exposed  on the bilayer-facing surfaces, balancing the physical constraints 

imposed  by the non-polar core of the membrane bilayer and  resulting in 

thermodynamic stability of the multi-spanning membrane protein.  

In the hydrophobic environment of the membrane core, van der Waals 

helix-helix packing, hydrogen bonding and  ionic interactions are the 

governing contributors to multi-spanning membrane protein assembly. These 

interactions can be modulated  by the sequence context and the lipid  bilayer 

properties 28. Although hydrophobic interactions between TM segments are 

the more abundant, hydrogen bonding or salt -bridge formation betw een 

membrane-spanning charged  residues are essential to drive membrane 

protein fold ing, while at the same time, reduces the unfavourable energetics 

of inserting charged residues into the membrane 29. Hence, interactions 

between polar residues in ad jacent TM segments have been shown to favour 

membrane insertion 30; 31; 32. PV 2B comprises two TM segments harbouring 

conserved  charged  residues 23. Ind ividual integration of these sequences in a 

model protein construct (Lep) proved to be inefficient 11. However, the 
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glycosylation pattern found in this system when both regions were expressed  

in-block (including their native turn region) suggests that the helical hairpin 

components cooperate to facilitate their insertion into the membrane (Fig. 1). 

We show here that a central component for the stabilization of the helical 

hairpin is the charged  residues found  in the TM regions. Structure predictions 

placed  lysine residues 42 and  46 in the first TM segment and  Asp74 in the 

second TM segment at optimum positions to stabilize the helical hairpin 

conformation by inter-helical hydrogen bonding (Fig. 3). Experimentally, we 

found that the negatively charged residue (Asp74) appears to be relevant for 

hairpin integration (Fig. 2). Furthermore, Lys42 and  Lys46 have an impact on 

hairpin integration of both truncated  (Fig. 4) and  full-length proteins (Fig. 5). 

In all these cases, substitutions of the lysine residues by aspartic acid  residues 

have a significant impact on the glycosylation level of wild -type downstream 

sequences, whereas similar mutations on a background where the Asp74 was 

replaced  by a lysine residue restored  the glycosylation levels of native 

sequences. It is important to mention that all these mutations have a higher 

impact on the glycosylation level of the truncated  molecules than on the full-

length constructs. Interestingly, it has been previously demonstrated that 

extramembranous positively charged  residues placed  near the cytosolic end  

of TM segments in membrane proteins promote membrane insertion of 

precedent hydrophobic helices 18; 33. Inspection of PV 2B sequence reveals the 

presence of three positively charged  flanking residues ad jacent to the helical 

hairpin C-terminal end  (see Fig. 5, top), which could  then contribute to the 
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higher integration efficiency for the full-length protein compared  to truncated  

molecules where these flanking positively charged  residues are absent. 

One of the aims of our study was to search for patterns to aid  the 

prediction of helical hairpins from viral membrane protein sequences. The 

two-residue turns are most common in our viral membrane protein collection, 

but five-residue turns (like the one found in PV 2B) are second most 

abundant, Figure 7. 

The first two residues in the turn (Arg56 and  Asn57) showed to be the 

more sensitive to alanine replacement (Fig. 6A). Interestingly, asparagine and  

arginine residues together with prolines have been found to behave as the 

strongest turn-promoting residues when placed  in the middle of a 40-residue 

polyleucine segment 26; 34. In addition, multiple sequence analysis of 

picornavirus 2B protein sequences highlighted  Arg56 and Asn57 as fully 

conserved  residues 35, suggesting a relevant role in protein function. We also 

find  that the contribution of turn residues can be combined  with the 

interaction between charged  residues appropriately located to stabilize the 

helical hairpin conformation by inter-helical hydrogen bonding, since the 

higher levels of glycosylation have been obtained  when perturbed  both turn 

and  charged  residues at the same time (Fig. 6B). Similarly, structural 

perturbations introduced  by extracellular loop mutations in a cystic fibrosis 

TM conductance regulator (CFTR) appeared  to affect hairpin conformation to 

a lesser extent in the context of more stable TM helix-helix interactions 36, 

highlighting the interplay between helix-helix interactions and  turn 

contribution in modulating hairpin formation. 
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Our observation that Lys-Asp pairs together with turn-promoting 

residues stabilize a TM helical hairpin conformation supports helical hairpin 

formation at the initial stages of membrane protein biogenesis, i.e. within the 

translocon. In this regard , two TM segments have been found to accumulate 

within or ad jacent to the translocon before final integration into the lipid  

bilayer 37; 38; 39; 40; 41. Furthermore, molecular dynamics simulations of the 

translocon in a fully solvated  lipid  bilayer showed that two helices can coexist 

within the translocon (J. Gumbart, personal com munication). An interesting 

possibility arising from these observations is that the translocon may facilitate 

membrane protein integration by allowing efficient polar interactions 

between consecutive TM segments harbouring charged  residues, and  thereby 

stabilizing them in the nascent polypeptide. In this particular case, the lysine 

residues located  in the first TM segment may participate in keeping this 

domain in the translocon until the second TM segment reaches this location. If 

this were the case, helical hairpin formation inside the translocon might 

facilitate partitioning into the lipid  bilayer by shield ing the charged  amino 

acids that would  otherwise constrain membrane integration efficiency. 

Although further studies are needed to unravel the details o f this hypothesis, 

our results suggest that very specific helix-helix interactions can be formed 

within the context of the translocon and  that such interactions together with 

turn constraints can have a dramatic effect into the poorly understood 

mechanism of multi-spanning membrane protein fold ing. 
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Materials and methods 

Enzymes and chemicals. All enzymes as well as plasmid  pGEM1 and  rabbit 

reticulocyte lysate were from Promega (Madison, WI). SP6 RNA polymerase 

and  ER rough microsomes from dog pancreas were from tRNA Probes 

(College Station, TX). [35S]Met and  14C-methylated  markers were from GE 

Healthcare. Restriction enzymes and  Endoglycosidase H were from Roche 

Molecular Biochemicals. The DNA plasmid , RNA clean up and  PCR 

purification kits were from Qiagen  (Hilden, Germany). The PCR mutagenesis 

kit QuikChange was from Stratagen (La Jolla, CA). All the oligonucleotides 

were from Thermo (Ulm, Germany). 

DNA manipulations. The helical hairpin from PV 2B was introduced  into the 

modified  Lep sequence from the pGEM1 plasmid  12; 42 between the Spe I and 

Kpn I sites by PCR amplified  PV 2B sequence containing residues 32-81 with 

primers containing appropriate restriction sites. After PCR amplification, the 

PCR products were purified , d igested , and  ligated  to the corresponding Lep 

vector d igested  with the same enzymes. In this construct, the acceptor 

asparagine is located  seven residues downstream the end  of the 2B hairpin 

sequence (…WL81QVPGQQNAT…, where L81 is the Ct residue of the hairpin 

and  the glycosylation site is underlined). The Lep’ construct carried  one 

glycosylation acceptor site in positions 3-5 of an extended sequence of 24 

residues previously described  43. The same strategy was used  to insert PV 2B 

hairpin sequence by PCR into the Lep’ construct. 
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Full-length 2B sequence (without a stop codon) fused  to the P2 domain 

of the Escherichia coli leader peptidase in a pGEM1 plasmid  was performed as 

described  previously 11; 44. The K42D, K46D and D74K site-d irected 

mutagenesis were done using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit from 

Stratagene (La Jolla, CA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. All DNA 

manipulations were confirmed by sequencing of plasmid  DNAs. For the 76-

residue long truncated  molecules (76-mers) replacement of Asp74 by lysine, 

alanine, glycine and  glutamic acid  as well as mutants 76-mer(K2) and  76-

mer(D2) by using reverse primers with the appropriated  sequences in the 

PCR amplifications (see below).  

Expression in v it ro. Lep construct with 2B helical hairpin was transcribed  and  

translated  as previously reported  42; 45. 

Full-length 2B DNA was amplified  from 2B/ P2 plasmid  using a 

reverse primer with an optimized  Ct glycosylation tag 24 and  a stop codon at 

the end  of the 2B sequence (2B-derived  expressions). Truncated  2B DNA was 

amplified  by PCR from 2B/ P2 plasmid  using reverse primers with an 

optimized  Ct glycosylation tag and  a stop codon at the end  annealing at 

specific position to obtain the desired polypeptide length (76 residues). The 

transcription of the DNA derived  from pGEM1 plasmid  was done as 

previously 46. Briefly, the transcription mixture was incubated  at 37ºC for 2 h. 

The mRNAs were purified  using a Qiagen RNeasy clean up kit and  verified 

on a 1% agarose gel. 

In vitro translation of in vitro transcripted  mRNA was d one in presence 

of reticulocyte lysate, [35S]Met and  dog pancreas microsomes as described  
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previously 46; 47. After polypeptide synthesis membranes were collected  by 

ultra-centrifugation and  analyzed  by SDS-PAGE, finally gels were visualised  

on a Fuji FLA3000 phosphorimager using the ImageGauge software. 

For the proteinase K protection assay, the translation mixture was 

supplemented  with 1 μL of 50 mM CaCl2 and  1 μL of proteinase K (4 mg/ mL), 

then d igested  for 20 min on ice. Adding 1 mM PMSF before SDS-PAGE 

analysis stopped the reaction. 

Computational modelling. Rosetta membrane 25 was used  to generate 10,181 

conformations of the helix hairpin from structural fragments and  the topology 

prediction by Topcons (topcons ref: PMID: 19429891). All conformations were 

clustered  on the helix-helix region using 2Å cut-off. The models belonging to 

the five largest clusters (20% of all clustered  mod els) were subjected  to all-

atom refinement using the relax application in the Rosetta package. The all-

atom conformational space around each model was explored  by performing 

250 independent all-atom refinement runs for each model before the 

interaction between Asp74, and  Lys39, Lys42 and  Lys46 - were analysed . Asp 

and  Lys were considered  to interact if the polar groups of their side-chains 

were within 3.5Å. 

Sequence analysis of Viral TM proteins . 

Potential viral proteins containing membrane hairpins were detected  in the 

following way. All Viral sequences were downloaded from the refseq 48. The 

topcons-single algorithm (ref:PMID 21493661) was then used  to predict the 

topology of all 81932 viral proteins. 13848 of these proteins were predicted  to 
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be TM and 3654 of these had  two predicted  TM-helices. These proteins were 

used  to analyse the length and  composition of the loops. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. In-block insertion of PV 2B D-helical hairpin (residues 35-81) into 

microsomal membranes using a model protein. (A) Sequences for the 

predicted  TM helices (boxes) and  connecting turn. The predicted  free energy 

of insertion ('G) apparent values (estimated  using the 'G pred iction server at 

http:/ /  http:/ / dgpred .cbr.su.se 12; 49) is ind icated  at the bottom of each TM 

segment. In this algorithm, positive values are indicative of translocation  

across the membrane (i.e., absence of stable insertion). Lysine and  aspartic 

acid  residues are shown in blue and  red , respectively. Schematic 

representations of the Lep  (B) and Lep’ (C) constructs used  to report insertion 

into ER membrane of 2B helical hairpin. In the Lep construct (B), the helical 

hairpin under study is inserted  into the P2 domain and  flanked by two 

artificial glycosylation acceptor sites (G1 and G2). Recognition of the hairpin 

by the translocon machinery as an integrating domain locates G1 and G2 in 

the luminal side of the ER membrane, but the short d istance to the membrane 

prevents G2 glycosylation. The Lep chimera will be doubly-glycosylated  

when the hairpin is translocated  into the lumen of the microsomes, and  

insertion of only one hydrophobic region would  render singly -glycosylated 

proteinase K-digestible molecules. (C) In this Lep’ construct, PV 2B hairpin 

replaces the H2 domain from Lep. The glycosylation acceptor site (G2) will be 

modified  only if translocated  across the membrane, while the G1’ site, 

embedded in an extended N -terminal sequence is always glycosylated . (D) In 

vitro translation in the presence (+) or absence (–) of RMs and proteinase K 

(PK). Bands of non-glycosylated  protein are indicated  by a white dot; singly 
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and doubly glycosylated  proteins are indicated  by one and  two black dots, 

respectively. The protected  singly- and doubly-glycosylated  H2/ helical 

hairpin/ P2 fragments are indicated  by one and  two black triangles, 

respectively. Lane Mw contains rad ioactive molecular mass markers as 

indicate. 

Figure 2. Insertion of PV 2B-derived  truncated  proteins. (A) Structural 

organization of the 76-mer truncated  constructs. The N -glycosylation site 

added as a C-terminal reporter tag (rectangles) is highlighted  by a Y-shaped  

symbol. Mutant residues are shown in bold  and  acid ic and  basic residues are 

highlighted  in red  and  blue, respectively. (B) In vitro translations were 

performed in the presence (+) and  in the absence (–) of RMs as indicated . 

Non-glycosylated  and  singly-glycosylated  proteins are indicated  by an empty 

and  black dot, respectively. A scheme for the equilibrium between non-

glycosylated  and  glycosylated  forms for the wild  type (left) and  the lysine-

containing constructs (right) is shown at the bottom, where the presence of 

lysine residues at the Ct is highlighted  in blue and  the thickness of the 

arrowhead  lines refers to the prevalence of each form . (C) In vitro 

glycosylation of 76-mer truncated  proteins. The level of glycosylation is 

quantified  from SDS-PAGE gels by measuring the fraction of glycosylated  (fg) 

versus glycosylated  plus non-glycosylated  (fng) molecules, p  = (fg)/ (fg) + (fng). 

Data correspond to averages of at least three independent experiments and  

error bars show standard  deviations. Lane Mw contains rad ioactive molecular 

mass markers as indicate. 
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Figure 3. Observed interactions of Asp74 among low energy models 

generated  by the Rosetta-Membrane protocol (see Methods). Clearly, it is 

energetically favorable for the hairpin to hide the polar groups of the Asp and  

Lys residues. In particular the polar group of Asp74 can be shielded  from the 

hydrophobic lipid  environment by interactions with one of the three Lys in 

the first helix. The data analysis shows that interactions between Asp74 and 

either Lys42 or Lys46 are found much more frequently than interactions 

between Asp74 and  Lys39, which are almost never observed . The inset shows 

one of the models where interactions are seen between Asp74 and both Lys42 

and  Lys46. 

Figure 4. Effects of Lys42-Asp74 (A) and  Lys46-Asp74 (B) charge pairs on the 

integration of 2B truncated  molecules into the ER membrane. Schematic 

representations of the Ct-tagged 2B 76-mer truncated  constructs are shown on 

top of each panel. Bottom: in vitro translation in the presence (+) or absence (–) 

of RMs of 76-residue truncated  molecules carrying wild -type (Asp74, lanes 1, 

2, 5 and  6) or mutant D74K (lanes 3 and  4) sequences. Glycosylation levels are 

quantified  as in in Fig. 2, and  non-glycosylated  and  singly-glycosylated 

proteins are indicated  by an empty and black dot, respectively. Data 

correspond to averages of at least three independent experiments. Lane Mw 

contains rad ioactive molecular mass markers as indicate. 

Figure 5. Effects of mutations in the first hydrophobic segment on the 

integration of full-length 2B into the ER membrane. Structural organizations 

of full-length PV 2B constructs are shown on top , with the flanking basic 

residues Arg82, Lys83 and  Lys84 highlighted  in blue. Bottom: in vitro 
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translation in the presence (+) or absence (–) of RMs of full-length molecules 

carrying wild -type (lanes 5, and  6) or mutant K42D (lanes 1 and  2), K46D 

(lanes 3 and  4) sequences. The level of glycosylation is quantified  as in Fig. 2, 

and  non-glycosylated  and  singly-glycosylated  proteins are indicated  by an 

empty and  black dot, respectively. Data correspond to averages of at least 

three independent experiments. Lane Mw contains rad ioactive molecular 

mass markers as indicate. 

Fig. 6. Effects of mutations in the turn region. (A) Ala-scaning mutagenesis of 

the residues located  in the turn region. In vitro translations were performed in 

the presence (+) or in the absence of RMs as indicated . Turn region amino 

acid  sequence is shown on top. (B) Additive effect of mutations in the turn 

and  in the charged  residues involved  in pairwise interactions. In vitro 

translations were performed in the presence (+) or in the absence of RMs as 

indicated . Data correspond to averages of at least three independent 

experiments. 

Fig. 7. Distribution of the turn-lengths among viral membrane proteins. Inset: 

schematic d iagram of a helical hairpin. Turn residues are defined  by using the 

topcons-single prediction algorithm 50. 
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